learnEDGE
Stiles University EDGE Training Program

PHASE 1
BASIC 30 – 60 DAYS PRIOR TO INSTALLATION

EDGE100: Introduction to Edgebanding
Self-paced, interactive, online course to introduce panel, edgebanding, and adhesive materials, industry terminology, proper tooling use and care, and safety. Applicable to all EDGE equipment.

30-day trial for single user included with qualifying equipment purchases.

PHASE 2
INTERMEDIATE 0 – 30 DAYS PRIOR TO INSTALLATION

EDGE210: Edgebanding Operation and Maintenance – Category A
EDGE220: Edgebanding Operation and Maintenance – Category B
Four-day, hands-on, in-person courses that explore proper programming, set-up, adjustment, and maintenance of processing units and tooling to improve product quality. Categories designed for targeted learning approach.

EDGE210 “CATEGORY A” Qualifying Equipment
BRANDT Ambition Series
HOMAG 1100, 1200, 1300, and 1400 Series
HOMAG 1600 and 1800 Series
HOMAG 4.0, 6.0, and 8.0 Series
HOMAG EDGETEQ S-200 and S-300 Series

EDGE220 “CATEGORY B” Qualifying Equipment
HOMAG 2200, 2400, and 2500 Series
HOMAG 2600 and 2800 Series
HOMAG Tape Rocket
HOMAG KAL370 Series
HOMAG EDGETEQ S-500 Series

PHASE 3
ADVANCED POST-INSTALLATION

EDGEtech: Edgebanding Technical Library
Online library of over 60 tutorial videos featuring lessons for gluing system maintenance and advanced unit and tooling adjustments that puts an expert instructor in your back pocket. Applicable to all EDGE equipment.

LEARN MORE or ENROLL:
www.stilesuniversity.com | classes@stilesmachinery.com | 616-698-7500

YOUR SOLUTION FOR WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT